LAW LIBRARY FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

The following information addresses several frequently asked questions regarding law library resources.

Textbooks

With a few exceptions, Summer 2020 textbooks are not accessible through the Library online, but must be purchased by individual students. The Library has compiled a list of textbooks and publishers, and provided instructions for textbook purchase or access for each publisher. These two documents are located on the FAMU Law Library TWEN site under "Remote Access."

To access a textbook, find your class (listed by professor) in the document "Summer 2020 Textbook List." Note the publisher of the book. Next, go to the publisher instructions on page 6 of the document "FAMU Law Databases and Ebooks Instructions for Off Campus Access." Follow these instructions to purchase or access your textbook.

Study Aids

Online study aids are also accessible by publisher. A list of study aids is found on page 8 of the document "FAMU Law Databases and Ebooks Instructions for Off Campus Access," along with instructions for accessing each publisher's platform. The document is available on the FAMU Law Library TWEN site under "Remote Access."

For any questions, please contact Lorelle Anderson at lorelle.anderson@famu.edu.